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Service Overview
Loneliness is increasingly recognised as having a strong negative effect on mental health. Many people
are more isolated in the evening and on weekends, yet most mental health programs run during the day,
leaving people on their own when the sun goes down. This is a particular issue in the Broken Hill
community given that there are extremely limited services available outside business hours, creating a
reliance on emergency and crisis services. In order to address this issue, Mission Australia and the Far
West Local Health District, in partnership with consumers and family and carer groups, co-designed the
Connections program

The Connections Program is a unique service staffed exclusively by peer workers to build
connections between program participants and the broader community, particularly in the evenings
and on weekends. The Connections program promotes social inclusion, social skills and community
participation.

Our Work
Coffee Club
Coffee Club is every Monday as part of the Connections
Calendar. Coffee Club is held at the local Gloria Jeans café.
Having it at a local coffee shop rather than at the Mission
Australia office allows participants to become familiar with
places in the community and build confidence. All
participants that attend receive a free drink which is paid
for by the Far West Local health district. This event is well
attended each week with 20-30 attending at times. It is
amazing to see the genuine connections people build with
each other when having a conversation over a coffee.
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Weekend Social Activities
Connections is a unique program because the program is held after hours and on weekends.
Participants enjoy that they have a safe and supportive atmosphere to contact and attend during
these times when other helpful support services are closed.
All activities are planned on a bi-monthly planning day with participants of the program. Calendars
are then created to reflect desired activities which are aimed to develop community connections,
rather than create dependency on Connections as a standalone program.
Participants are also asked to provide feedback on the program bi-monthly. This has resulted in
changes to the format of the activities and processes to better respond to consumer’s needs.
We have held various activities over time such as outings to the movies, Sunday lunches at local
bistros and cafes, walking groups, day trips to Silverton and Stephens Creek, sunset and canapé
nights, art lessons, bingo, karaoke and many more.
We also hold special activities around celebratory days and local events such as Christmas, Australia
Day, World Metal Health Day, NAIDOC Week and the Broken Heel Festival.
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Advice and Referral
Whilst Connections is focused on being a social program aimed to reduce loneliness we also
recognise the need for further support in recovery. Peer support workers who run the connections
program ensure they get to know people and connect. They are also trained in accidental
counselling, trauma informed care, de-escalation techniques and are about to receive their
Certificate IV in peer work.
These skills and most importantly their lived experience allow them to connect with people in a
meaningful way and share their journey to inspire and assist others. Peer support workers often
provide and advice and referrals to participants seeking or requiring extra support or specialist
services.

Newsletter
A Connections Newsletter is created by participants and peer workers which provides an
opportunity for participants to share their personnel and group achievements, get to know each
other and market the program to the community. Participants have become very passionate about
the newsletter and are constantly planning the next issue. (The December issue is attached to this
report).
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Program Highlights
Mental Health Matters Awards
Mental Health Matters Awards were announced in September 2019 ahead of NSW’s Mental Health
Month, which is run by WayAhead – Mental Health Association NSW.
The Mental Health Matters Awards, recognise the achievements of individuals and organisations
who have worked to improve understanding, awareness, service provision and the general mental
health of communities in NSW over the previous year.
This year The Connections program was lucky enough to be awarded the Outstanding Achievement
in Mental Health Promotion Award. The award was accepted by Mission Australia Connections
Program Manager Jenna Bottrell and Senior Peer Support Worker Lee-Anne Ryan. The Ceremony
was held at the Shangri-La Hotel in Sydney and whilst staff felt honoured to attend and receive the
award, we wanted to be able to share it with the participants of the program.
Once arriving back in Broken Hill staff set to work on organising a celebration dinner so all staff,
consumers and services could celebrate the achievements of the program together. The dinner was
an absolute success and everyone enjoyed a two-course sit down meal and a night of looking back
on the program since the beginning, which included a slide show presentation. The award and
photos of the event now hang proudly in the Connections activity room and are a reminder of how
far the program, staff and participants have come since Connections started.
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Kindness Rock Project
Another highlight over the last 6 months would be the continuation of the Kindness Rock Project at
Connections. It started out as a small way we could give back as a group to our community whilst
still having fun together.
Participants design and paint small rocks with bright colours, inspirational messages and words of
hope. As a group, we then place these in various spots around the local park with a sign attached to
some trees. People who find the rocks can choose to keep it if they need some hope or hide it again
for someone else to find. We all love to hear stories from various people who have seen or found
the rocks.
This project has the group thinking of other ways we can give back and we hope to implement some
of these ideas this year.

Christmas Celebration

Christmas can be a lonely time of year. About one in four
Australians report they are currently experiencing an episode of
loneliness. One in five Australians rarely or never feel they have
someone to turn to or talk to and over one-quarter feel a sense
of loneliness for at least three days a week.
The thought of a Christmas gathering can cause an ache for those
experiencing relationship breakdown, who feel the absence of
loved ones or don’t have the means to put a Christmas lunch on
the table. For those experiencing loneliness or disadvantage – a
Christmas meal can be far from possible.
The Connections Program took the opportunity to turn that
around by holding our Annual Christmas Party at Grassys, Broken
Hill. A traditional Christmas lunch was served, with much
laughter and fun had. Participants who access support through
the program had the opportunity to enjoy a festive lunch
together, sing Christmas carols and enjoy each other’s company.

Client Feedback
One consumer who regularly attends Connections has said that ‘Connections has helped him to
make friends and feel comfortable around people again.’ Prior to Connections, he was socially
withdrawn, disconnected from family and had extended stays in the MHIU.
Since starting to attend Connections, he has engaged more meaningfully with his support networks
and started to reconnect with family in a positive way. He now feels confident enough in accessing
social activities in the community outside of Connections.
He also said, ‘Connections has helped me understand my own identity, given me a sense of
belonging and a part of something.’

“My whole life, well, my previous life, I was happily a lone wolf. However, as
my new life unfolds, I have made some lovely new friendships in Broken Hill,
community connections I would call them … Every aspect, every minute of
my rehabilitation path has been filled with kindness, wisdom, respect,
positivity and care. ED, MHIPU, Recovery Centre and now Connections have
all in their own way played key roles in establishing, and maintaining, my
new life. I could never differentiate between each department and
organisation. All I can say is that the good work of one was enhanced and
reinforced by the next along the way…”
- Connections Participant

Mission Australia values the lived experience of the people we work with, and believes that in order
to make the biggest impact we need to understand the issues that we are addressing from the
perspectives of those affected, our clients. People with lived experience of a situation understand
their needs better than we do and it is important that we continuously learn from them, particularly
in relation to what we can do better. With this in mind, the Connections participants were invited to
be a part of the Mission Voice 2020, which involved a review of Mission Australia’s Strategic Plan to
inform the development of a new 3-5 year organisational strategy. The participants really enjoyed
the process and provided valuable feedback on service delivery and design.
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Measuring Our Impact
In the last 6 months, we have been implementing Impact measurement into our service delivery for
Connections. Whilst the transition into the new surveys has been tricky at times, we have started to
receive increased engagement in the survey and will hopefully soon have a good snapshot of how
the Connections program impacts people and the community.
Peer Worker feedback for people surveyed when receiving support from Connections in Broken Hill
shows:

Most participants just need a
little help
Of the ten participants surveyed, two need a
lot of assistance to access community
support services and to connect socially with
others but most just need a little help.
Between July and December two participants
experienced mental health crises and have
spent time in hospital because of their
mental health. Both of these individuals have
been attending the program for less than a
year.

Main issues identified:
Loneliness and Limited Social
Support Networks
Of the ten participants who were surveyed,
nine are experiencing loneliness and nine
have limited social support networks (eight
are experiencing both of these issues).
Six participants require support with their
mental health.

When asked to rate their happiness on
different aspects of their life, none of the
surveyed participants rated community
connection and personal relationships
negatively.
Despite loneliness and limited social support
networks being key issues for participants,
these positive responses towards personal
relationships and community connection
indicate that Connections may be a key driver
for participant happiness in these areas.

*People who consented and completed the Impact Measurement survey as at 31st December 2019 n=10. Participants attending for less
than 1-year n=4, participants attending between 1- and 3-years n=6.
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Looking Forward
We have already started to plan different activities throughout the year; we are in the initial stages
of planning a community radio program which will allow participants to showcase their musical skills
on radio, and run peer led segments about the importance of staying connected and ways in which
you can seek support.
We also plan to be a regular stallholder at the local community markets as a way to promote the
program and the issue of loneliness.
He team are always listening and taking on board feedback to allow us to continue to run a
successful program and find new and innovative ways for people to become socially connected and
reduce loneliness in our community.
The road to recovery and support is a journey and we are thankful for the continued support from
The Ivany Foundation, Far West Local Health District, our community and participants who, without
their support, we would not be able to provide this vital service.
‘A season of loneliness and isolation is when the caterpillar gets its wings. Remember that next time
you feel alone’ – Mandy Hale.

Thank you for standing together with us
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